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This thesis is devoted to analyzing the problem of masking a reflected radar signal,
in order to degrade the radar receiver's performance. This is to be accomplished by ap-
propriately choosing the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of a power constrained colored
noise interference to be generated either by the target itself or by pre-positioned
"friendly" noise makers. The goal in either case is to generate interference signals that
result in decreased receiver probability of detection, P^
,
for a given receiver probability
of false alarm, Pp. Efibrts to identify appropriate PSD's of the power constrained in-
terference were carried out by evaluating the receivers' P^ as a function of Pj: for two
specific target models. The performance results for the various receivers investigated
demonstrate that the noise interference generated by the noise makers can achieve sig-
nificant levels of degradation, while the target generated noise interference tends to im-
prove rather than degrade the radar receiver's performance. In all cases considered, the
sine squared shaped noise interference PSD is more effective at degrading the receiver
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Two of the interesting practical problems dealing with the degradation of radar re-
ceivers used for detecting targets in the presence of additive noise interference are in-
vestigated in this thesis and described below in greater detail.
The first problem is pictorially described in Figure 1 on page 2. A target, recog-
nizing that it is being illuminated by a radar, generates and transmits a colored noise
interference signal, which is received in conjuction with the radar echo and the back-
ground noise as well as the thermal noise interference by the radar receiver. Henceforth
this problem will be referred to as "Problem 1". This would be done in order to help the
target hide its presence by efiectively degrading the receiver performance, namely by
decreasing the receiver's probability of detection {Pf))- The target clearly cannot produce
a noise interference with unbounded total power. Thus, the choice of noise interference
that minimizes the radar receiver's P^
,
subject to a total interference power constraint,
is an important practical problem.
The second problem is pictorially shown in Figure 2 on page 3. Assuming that the
area where the target is likely to be detected by a radar has been penetrated by near
stationary "friendly" noise makers just prior to the target entering the zone of radar de-
tection, the basic question becomes, what interference produced by the friendly noise
makers will most efiectively minimize the receiver's P^, subject again to a total power
constraint. Therefore, on the basis that the friendly noise makers do not have the ability
to produce noise interference with unbounded total power, the choice of noise interfer-
ence subject to a total power constraint that maximally degrades the radar receiver's
performance in order to mask the presence of the target is a practical problem. Hence-
forth, the problem described above and shown in Figure 2 on page 3 will be referred to
as "Problem 2".
It is clear that it would be difiicult for the target or the noise makers to decide about
the kind of noise interference that must be generated in order to best mask the target
without any prior knowledge of the type of receiver that is being used for radar de-
tection. In any case, it must be assumed that the receiver has been optimized for its
target detection function under the assumption of no masking signal present. While not
completely realistic, it is also of interest to analyze these two problems under the as-
sumption of complete knowledge on the part of the radar receiver about the masking






























Figure 2. Noise Makers Transmit Noise Interference.
(interference) signal being produced. The results would then yield a minimum level of
effectiveness that can be expected to be gained by using masking (interference) tech-
niques. The case in which knowledge exists about the type of receiver implemented is
the only one considered in this thesis. Yet the results have demonstrated that there are
situations when the target-produced noise interference (i.e., problem 1), instead of hiding
its presence by degrading the receiver performance (i.e., reducing P^,), actually improves
it. The transmission of the noise interference by the target itself is not effective, and can
be rather harmful in essentially all the cases investigated. In constrast, the transmission
of noise interference by noise makers, in all cases analyzed, proved to be effective and
to cause significant receiver performance degradation.
The analysis and results associated with investigation of the above described prob-
lems are presented in the five subsequent chapters.
In Chapter 2, the basic information that already exists in the literature pertaining
to the problem under discussion here is presented, along with a mathematical description
of the problem to be considered in chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3, a simple target model, which from now on will be referred to as
"Target Model A", is used to investigate the effect of various kinds of noise interference
generated by the target (i.e., Problem 1). For this particular target model, the situation
in which noise makers generate interference (i.e., Problem 2) has been investigated by
Bukofzer [Ref 1], so that pertinent results are presented in this chapter for completeness
sake. However, the case where the noise is transmitted by the target when realizing that
it has been illuminated by a radar (corresponding to Problem 1 described above) is in-
vestigated in detail. The performance of the receiver, which is optimum under conditions
to be stated in the sequel, is obtained and presented in terms of the Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC's).
Chapter 4 is devoted to analyzing the basic problems previously described, assuming
a more sophisticated target model is appHcable. The so-called Slowly Fluctuating Point
Target model, where the refiected radar signal is modeled as a complex Gaussian random
process whose envelope is a Rayleigh random variable, which henceforth will be referred
to as "Target Model B", is utilized to investigate two specific cases. The first such case
involves a receiver designed to be optimum for detecting targets observed in the presence
of Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) interference. The performance of this re-
ceiver, operating under the scenarios shown in Figure 1 on page 2 and Figure 2 on page
3, is investigated and evaluated in terms of the ROC's under various interference condi-
tions generated either by the target itself, or the prepositioned noise makers. The second
case considered assumes that the recci\ cr has prior knowledge of the kind of noise in-
terference produced by the target or noise makers and therefore is designed to operate
optimally in the presence of such noise interference. I'or sucii a receiver its performance
under the scenarios shown in Figure 1 on page 2 and Figure 2 on page 3 is investigated
and results are presented in terms of the ROC's.
In Chapter 5, based on the results presented as mathematical expressions of P/, as
a function of Pf in Chapters 3 and 4, the performance of the receiver analyzed in each
case is evaluated using numerical methods and various signal and noise power parame-
ters. The effect of the masking signal on the receiver's detection probability P^ is dis-
played for representative values of the Signal-to-Noisc Ratio and the Jamming-to-Signal
Ratio.
A sumniary of the results obtained and the conclusions that can be drawn from
these are presented in Chapter 6. Additionally some of the mathematical manipulations
that are necessary to the derivation of certain results arc presented in the appendices.
A descriptive summary of the problems investigated and described above, is shown
in Table 1 below where ACGN and PSD stand for additive colored Gaussian noise and
power spectral density, respectively.













I. Correlator Receiver Optimum for AWON Inter-
ference
II. Correlator Receiver Optimum for ACGN Inter-
ference
a.Bandlimited Constant Amplitude PSD
b.Sinc Squared Shaped PSD
c.Buttcrworth Shaped PSD




1. Correlator Receiver Optimum for AWGN Inter-
ference
Optimum specrum
IF Correlator Receiver Optimum for ACGN Inter-
ference
a.Bandlimited Constant Amplitude PSD
b.Sinc Squared Shaped PSD
c.Butter\vorth Shaped PSD
d. Triangular Shaped PSD
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
A. GENERAL
A conventional pulsed radar transmits a signal which consists of a sequence of
pulses. If a target is present, part of the transmitted signal is reflected. Depending on
the type of target model assumed, some of the characteristics, such as amplitude, fre-
quency, or phase of the reflected signal will change with respect to those of the trans-
mitted signal.
The basic radar detection problem involves examining the reflected signal in the
presence of noise and other forms of interference, and deciding whether or not a target
is present . The source of uncertainty inherent in the problem, stems from the fact that
the radar receiver does not know a-priori whether or not a target is present, and from
the fact that depending on the type of target present, reflected signal parameters such
as amplitude, phase, and frequency, may not be known to the receiver either. The sim-
plest possible radar detection problem involves a target modeled as producing a com-
pletely known signal return, received in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) interference.
B. TARGET MODEL A.
The first simple target model treats the reflected signal as a sinusoid of known am-
plitude and frequency, but having a random phase. This radar detection problem has
been addressed extensively in the literature under various assumptions of additive noise
interference.
1. Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Under Both Hypotheses.
Van Trees [Ref. 3] provides an extensive intoduction to the principles of radar
detection, treated as a hypothesis testing problem. Defming //, as the hypothesis that
the target is present and Hq as the hypothesis that the target is absent, the above de-
scribed problem is mathematically expressed as
//l : r{t) = j2E^J{r) cos[co^^ + 4){[) + d^ + w{[) 0<[<T
Hq : r{r) = vv(0
where E^ is the actual received signal energy, ^ is a random variable (r.v.) uniformly
distributed over [0, 27r], and vv(/) is a sample function of a zero mean white Gaussian
noise process with power spectral density (PSD) SJ^oj) = NqJI . The amplitude and
phase modulations, /[[) and 4>{i) , respectively, are deterministic and J{t) is assumed to
satisfy
dt = 1 (2.2)
It is demonstrated in Van Trees [ Ref. 3] that decisions about two hypotheses
are optimally given by the threshold test
^1
L ^ y (2.3)
where
L= L^ + L^ (2.4)
and
Lc = J2 r{t)M coslco,i + </)(0] dt (2.5)
^s
= J2 r(Oyir)sin[w,/ + (/)(/)] ^r (2.6)
The threshold of the test, denoted by y in Equation 2.3, is normally set by specifying an
operating value for P^- , the probabihty of false alarm.
There are two kinds of errors which can be made. If the receiver decides a signal
(i.e., target) is present when in fact it is not, an error of the first kind is made. That is,
we choose H^ when Hq is actually true. Denote this probability P{DJHq), which in






where f^^ [LJHq) is the probability density function of the r.v. L, conditioned on the
hypothesis that Hq is true.
On the other hand, if Hq is chosen when //, is actually true, an error of the
second kind is made. The probabiUty of an error of second kind denoted as P{DqIHi) ,
in the radar terminology is called the probability of a miss , and is mathematically ex-
pressed as
?,/ = P(Z)o///i) = [ fiiH,{UH^)dL (2.8)
—oo
Often Pq is used, which is the probabihty of choosing //j when //, is actu-
ally true. This corresponds to 1 — P[DqJI1{) , and in the radar terminology is called the
probabiliiy of detection . Vlathematically it is expressed as
'CO
Pd = P{D^IIh) = fif^{LIH^)dL (2.9)
The realization of the optimum receiver for the hypothesis testing problem
discused above is shown in Figure 3 on page 9, and it is known as a quadrature
correlator receiver.








2exp(- " 1:'- )Ioiy.z)dz (2.11)
















Figure 3. Optimuni Quadrature Correlator Receiver.
1 f2^
Iq{x) = -T— exp[x cos(£ - cq)]^£ (2.12)
Zn Jn
and it is known as the modified Bessel function of zero order.
Observe that Pj) can be written in terms of Pf as
Pd = Q J^^ ,J2ln-^ (2.13)
so that P^ can be plotted as a function of Pf for different values of E^INq . Such a plot
results in the so called Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC's).
2. Additive Colored Gaussian Noise (ACGN) Under Both Hypotheses.
The performance of the optimum receiver shown in Figure 3 on page 9, which
has been designed for the signal and noise model of Equation 2.1, can be evaluated when
an additional source of interference is present, namely additive colored Gaussian noise
(ACGX), that is statistically independent of the AWGN \v{[) . It is obvious that this
receiver is no longer optimum for the assumed signal and noise model. Bukofzer [ Ref
2] has investigated this problem which can be mathematically expressed as the hypoth-
esis testing problem
//l : rU) = v'2£,yi0 cos[co,/ + 0(0 + 0] + n,{t) + w{i) 0<t<T
where again E^ is the actual received signal energy, ^ is a random variable (r.v.) uni-
formly distributed over [0, 2?:] and n^{[) and w{[) are zero mean independent Gaussian
random processes with PSD 5„ (co) (as yet unspecified) and S^lo)) = Ao/2, respectively.
The performance of the receiver shown in Figure 3 on page 9, under the above




r- r- . (2-15)
/ E,.V ^r \ '
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where, using the notation Var{ . / . } to denote the conditioned variance of a r.v.,








Also F^{co) is the Fourier Transform of /,(r) , where
/,(/) ^Mcosco.t (2.18)
A direct relationship between P^ and Pf can be obtained, namely
Pd = q( l^F^ -.Aln^ ) (2.19)
/ ^r
V^^^^P.-VO ^ 2 '-
2 +%
C. TARGET MODEL B.
Van Trees [Ref 1] derives analytically the target model for this particular case, with
the assumption that the radar transmits a continuous cosine wave
•Sr(0 = \'2P^ cos w^^ = J2 ReLjPi exp(/'co^/')} — oo < / < oo (2.20)
Assuming that there is a zero-velocity target at some range R from the transmitter,
whose physical structure consists of several reflecting surfaces, then the reflected signal
can be written as
5,(0 = J2RA ^fP^Yjgi expljco.it - t) + e,-] I (2.21)
where gi represents the attenuation of the signal due to the two-way path loss, the radar
cross section of the i-th reflecting surface while also including the effects of transmitting
11
and receiving antenna gains, dj is a random phase angle introduced by the reflection
process, and t is the signal round trip delay time to and from the target.
Assuming that all 6^ are statistically independent, that the g^ have equal magni-
tudes and that K is sufliciently large, and then using the central limit theorem, one ob-
tains
s,it) = j2Re[jT,b exp[/co,(r - r)]} (2.22)
where i* is a complex Gaussian random variable. The envelope, | ^ |, is a Rayleigh ran-
dom variable, whose moments are
E{\b\] = J^oi, (2.23)
and
E{ \h\') = lal (2.24)
The value of ol includes the antenna gains, path losses, and radar cross section of
the target.
The reflection process associated with this target model is assumed to ht frequency-
independent and linear . That is, if
is transmitted,
is received, while if
is transmitted,
5,(0 = V2 t^e[JF^ expijco^t +Jcot)] (2.25)
5,(0 = V 2 Re[jP, b exp[/-(a>, + ca)(r - r)]} (2.26)
5,(0 = 72 Re{lEJ{t) expO'co.o} (2-27)
5,(0 = j2Re[!E, b exp[/-co,(r - T)]7(r - r)} (2.28)
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is received. Since b has a uniform phase, the exp(/"co^T) term, can be absorbed into the
phase, so that
5,(0 = ^f2Re[^^bf{t - t) expO'ca.r)} (2.29)
where the function f{t) is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal, which is as-
sumed to be normalized, in the sense that
r|7(r)|'^/=l (2.30)
Thus, from Equation 2.27, the transmitted signal energy is £, and the expected
value of the received signal energy is
E,^2E,ol (2.31)
Considering now a target with constant radial velocity o
,
the target range R{t) can
be written as
R{i) = RQ-vt (2.32)
where Rq is the target range at / = .
Under these conditions and assuming that the transmitted signal is the one given in
Equation 2.27, the reflected signal becomes
5,(0 = j2ReyE;bf{t - T + -7^ exp[/co,(r + -^ o]} (2-33)
where c is the velocity of the light. Furthermore, from the assumption
^'^<^^ (2.34)
c - ;j
where W is the bandwidth of f{i), the reflected radar signal can be mathematically de-
scribed as
5,(0 = ^/2Re[^% bf{i - r) Qxp(Joj,t +ja)oO} < / < 7 (2.35)
where
13
COD = ^c{-T~) (2-36)
is the shift in the carrier frequency called Doppler Shift .
Then, the total received waveform, in which additive Gaussian noise is accounted
for, can be written as
r{t) = ^ilReyr, bf{t - r) expQ'co^r +ywoO} + J2 Re\ri{t) expC/w^r]} (2.37)
or more compactly
r{t) = VT/^efr (0 exp[/-co,f]} (2.38)
where
7 {I) = bjlifit - t) exp[/-a>o/] + n{t) (2.39)
The total noise interference n{t) can be expressed as
n{t) ^ JlRe^Jiit) exp[/-co,r]| (2.40)
which represents the actual Gaussian noise that is added to the received signal. Since
the detection problem in this case is limited to a particular value of range and Doppler
shift, the corresponding parameters t and co^, without loss of generality can be set to
zero for algebraic simplicity, and the binar}' hypothesis testing problem can be math-
ematically described as





Hq : r{t) = V 2 Re{n{t) exp[/'co^/]}
so that the detection problem can be explicitely formulated for the two different kinds
of additive Gaussian noise.
1. Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) Under Both Hypotheses.
In this case, the complex envelopes of the received waveform under the two
hypotheses are
14
//j : 7ir) = JE^ b fit) + wit) 0<t<T
Ho : 7{t) = w{t) ^ ''
where \v{[) is a zero mean white complex Gaussian random process with
Elw{t)w V)] = ^o<5(^ - «) (2.43)
Thus the transmitted signal energy is E^ and the expected value of the received
signal energy is
E,= 2E,al (2.44)
Van Trees [Ref. 2] proves that optimal decisions about the two hypotheses in
Equation 2.42 are given by the threshold test
^1 ' ^ " \ ' ' (ln^ + ln(l+-^)}^y (2.45)
where 7^ is a sufTicient statistic given by
7^^ 7{i)f\t)dt (2.46)
which is implemented by the receiver shown in Figure 4 on page 16 (see point labeled
1), or equivalently, by the receiver shown in Figure 5 on page 17 (actual receiver). \ote
that the test threshold y depends on ;/, which itself depends on the prior probabilities of
the two alternative hypotheses and the decision costs.
The performance of these receivers has been evaluated in [ Ref 2], in terms of
Pj^ and Pp and demonstrated to be given by
Pf = exp( - -rr-
)
(2.47)
Pd = ^M - E,+ N^
In terms of ROC's, the performance of the optimum receiver is given by
15




























From Equation 2.48 it is clear that increasing A always improves the perform-
ance oCthe receiver in the sense that for ilxed Pp, Pq increases as A increases.
2. Additive Colored Gaussian Noise (ACGN) Under Both Hypotheses.
In this case, the complex envelopes of the received signal under the two hy-
potheses are
11^ : 7{i) = n[i)
0<i<T
(2.50)
fhe additive noise n{i} is a sample function from a zero mean nonwhite com-
plex Gaussian process. It is assumed here that n{i) contains two statistically inde-
pendent Gaussian components, namely
n(i) = n^{i) + \v{i) (2.51)
where the co variance of n(i) is sziven bv
/•:[/7(/)/7 (;/)] = K;^{iM} = A- [IM) + .\\A'-i') 0<t,u<T (2.52)
Van Trees [Ref. 2 ] dcri\es the optimum threshold test for the hypothesis testing
problem of Equation 2.50, which is gi\en by
rT
r{z)g {-)ch k y (2.53)
where g{i) is the solution to the integral equation
rr
f{i) = K-{t)}[u)du + Ao?(0 < / , ?/ < T (2.54)
IS
f*T
fit) K-{[)g{u)du + XQg{i) < [ , u < T (2.54)
The optimum receivers for this case are shown in Figure 6 on page 20 (con-
ceptual operation using complex signals) and in Figure 7 on page 21 (actual receiver).
A particularly simple solution to this problem is obtained when n^{t) can be
modeled as a stationary process and the observation interval is nearly infinite, leading
to the so-called Stationary' Process, Long Observation Time, or SPLOT problem. Then
Fourier Transforms can be used to solve Equation 2.54, to yield
^oo(«) =
F{co) F((o)
S-{oj) Nq + S-{o,)
(2.55)
where F(co) , S-(co) and5-(&j) are the Fourier Transforms of f{t), K~{[m) and
K~{i.u) respectively.
The performance of the optimum receiver in terms of ROC's is also given by the
functional form of Equation 2.48, which in this case can be expressed as
r^
/(O? U)cit (2.56)
For the SPLOT problem, A can be evaluated by using the inverse Fourier
Transform of Equation 2.55 in Equation 2.56, while allowing 7-* oo for computational
simphcity.
19
























Figure 7. Optimum Receiver (Actual Implementation).
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III. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BASED ON THE TARGET
MODEL A.
The binar>' detection problem addressed in this chapter involves discriminating be-
tween the two alternatives
//] : Signal is present
Hq : Signal is not present
under somewhat more complicated conditions due to uncertainty in the received signal,
expressed by a random phase angle imposed on the signal during the reflection process.
The hypothesis testing problem is mathematically described as
//j : KO = J2E,M cos[co,r + (/>(/) + 0] + n{t) 0<t<T
Ho : r{r) = n{i)
where E^ is the received signal energy, n{t) is a sample function of a zero mean white
Gaussian, or a combination of a white and colored Gaussian noise process, and ^ is a
random variable (r.v.) uniformly distributed over [0, 27r]. The amplitude and phase
modulations. J{i) and (/)(r) respectively, are deterministic, with Jli) assumed to satisfy
f \At)\^dt = 1 (3.2)
The case in which
n{t) = wit) (3.3)
where w{[) is a white Gaussian random process, has been addressed extensively in the
literature [ Ref 2 ] and the basic results have been presented earlier in Chapter 2, The
basic performance equation in terms of ROC's, is given by Equation 2.13 and repeated
here for completeness, namely
Pd = Q J-V^ .J2ln-t (3.4)
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i
In the case where the additive Gaussian noise is other than white under both hy-
potheses, the receiver shown in Figure 3 on page 9 is no longer optimum and the per-
formance of this receiver will no longer be given by Equation 3.4.
A. PROBLEM 1.
In this case the hypothesis testing problem is mathematicaly described as
//j : r{t) = j2E',J{t) cos\_CD^t + 0(/) + ^] + nj^t) + w{t)
Hq : r{t) = w{[)
0<t<T
(3.5)
where E^ is the received signal energy, ^ is a random variable (r.v.) uniformly distributed
over [0, In'], and n^{t) and w{i) are zero mean independent Gaussian random proc-
esses with PSD S„ (to) (as yet unspecified) and S^.(co) = Ao/2, respectively. The per-
formance of the receiver shown in Figure 3 on page 9, ha\ing input /-(/) given by
Equation 3.5 is now evaluated.
The signal at the output of the receiver can be mathematically described as
L = L'- + Lj (3.6)
where
L,= jl r(/)y(0 cos[w^r +(/)(:)] Jr (3.7)
L. =
I
V2 r{t)J{t) smlcj,t+m^dt (3.8)
In order for the performance to be evaluated, the probabilities P^ and Pp must
be specified. To this end, the probability density function (p.d.f ) of the r.v. L at the
output of the receiver, conditioned on both hypotheses, is required. This can be ac-
compUshed by observing that both L^ and L^ are conditionally Gaussian r.v.'s.
Using the notation £{./.} to denote conditional expectations, the conditioned
means of the r.v.'s L^ and L^ can be obtained from
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E{LJH„e]^
= eU v'2 [v'2£,y(0 cos[aj^/ + 0(0 + ^] + w{t) + n^[i)]f{t) cos[co^/ + 0(0]^/ i (3.9)
^Ey. COS
£(L,///i , 6] =
= EU v'2 [j2E,J[i) cos[co^/ + (/>(/) + 0] + w{t) + a7^(/)]/(/) sin[co^/ + (t>{ty]dt i (3.10)
^.E^ sin
Obviously, since both n^{i) and \v{i) are assumed to be zero mean processes,
£{L,///o] = E{EJHq] = (3.11)
Bukofzer [Ref. 2] shows that, under the assumption of 4){i) =
Var{LJH^ , 0} = Var{LJH^ , 6]
^,0,2
(3.12)







I /;(&)) I i/&) (3.13)
and F^,{a>) is the Fourier Transform of the /,(/), where
M = AO cos co^f (3.14)
Under the hypothesis Hq
,




Var{LJHo] = Var[LJHQ] = E\
| v'2
w(0/(0 cos[co,/ + (/)(/)] J/
= 2
J
E{w{t)w{T)]j{t)f[x) cos[co^r + (/)(/)] cos[ca^T + 0(t)] ^r dT =
An
(3.15)
Bukofzer [Ref. 2] shows that L^ and L^ are uncorrelated, and since the conditional
r.v.'s are Gaussian, Whalen [Ref. 4 ] shows that the corresponding conditional p.d.f.'s
can be written as
1 / L + £.
/o —T^ HL)
(Ao + 2c7y V (Ao + 2<) y"V ^ ^^'" . ^(-r + <2J
(3.16)
f!IH,iLIHo)= ^exp(-^).(L)
where w( . ) is the unit step function, g^ is defined in Equation 3.13 and /q(.v) is the
modified Bessel function of zero order, defined by Equation 2.12.
As a result of this, we can express the probabilities P^ and Pf as



































Solving for y yields
y = Aoln4- (3.20)
and a direct relationship between Pq and Pp can be obtained, namely
D = ^ (3.21)
This result specifies the performance of the receiver shown in Figure 3 on page 9,
under the assumptions stated in Equation 3.5. In order for the P^ to be evaluated as
a function of Pp and the parameters making up Equation 3.21, it is necessary* to specify
the type of signal envelope that is transmitted and the colored noise interference PSD
with which to mask the reflected signal.
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1. Signal.
A simple model is chosen to specify tiic signal envelope, that is
< / ^ 7'
otherwise
so that the transmitted waveform can be mathematically expressed as
(3.22)
^ — COSfavO < / ^ r
m== < (3.23)
». otherwise
The Fourier Transform of the transmitted waveform y^(/) . denoted l\{(o) , can
be show^n to have a magnitude squared given by
_- sin [(co — (.0^)— ] sin"[(w + o^^.)— ]
\F,{co)\' = 4r r^ + T- r^ i^-^^
under the assumption that oj^T ^ 1 .
2. Noise.
Since the noise power affecting the receiver performance (see Equation 3.21)
depends on the PSD of the additive colored Gaussian noise, it is necessary to specify
such ACGN PSD before performance evaluations are possible. Attempts to extremize
Pf) as a function of aj, have not proved succesful. Therefore, four diOerent PSD's
were chosen for n^{i) on the basis of simplicity and suitability as "useful" PSD shapes
that could significantly degrade receiver performance. Therefore in Appendix A, the
evaluation of Equation 3.13 for four dilferent ACGN PSD shapes is presented, since as
pointed out, it is apparent that the extremization of P^ for fixed Pf under a power
constraint on n^{i), is not possible. Common to all those cases is the fact that the total
power of n^{i) is constrained and set equal to P„ . The evaluation of Appendix A yield
the general result
< = Aff,,^ • (3.25)
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a. Bandlimited Constant Amplitiu/e PSD






0) + ci)^\ < a
otherwise
(3.26)
where a is a scalar. Based on the results of Appendix 13 for a similar case, k was
evaluated for a = 1
,
which results in the maximum cObctive noise power, yielding
k = 0.224
b. Sine Squared Shaped PSD





sin [(co + coj
-:^ ] sin'[(w - u),) ^:^ ]
T -,2 T -,2
L [(w + wj
-TY ] [(o> - a;J ^^ ]26 26
oo <(;J<OD (3.28)
where ^ is a scalar. For (5=1, which results in a noise bandwidth equal to the signal's
main lobe width, A- was evaluated as
k = 0.3333
c. Butterworth Shaped PSD






{(ioj.f + (CO + w,)^ [iiio.f + (w - coj^
CO < CO < cx) (3.30)
where co^ is half power point of the spectrum and /? is a scalar. Based on the results
of Appendix B for a similar case, k was evaluated for /? = 1, which results in the max-
imum effective noise power, yielding
k = 0.304 (3.31)
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d. Triangular Shaped PSD














\0) — U)^\ < £0)^
(3.32)
where e is a scalar. Based on the results of Appendix B for a similar case, k was
evaluated for c = 1 , which results in the maximum efTcctivc noise power, yielding
k = 0.051 (3.33)









the actual performance of the receiver operating under the four types of colored noise
interference described above can now be specified. The results are all of the general form
Pd = Q(








1 + k SNR JSR ' V 1 + A Si\R JSR
where the value of k is specified by Equations 3.27, 3.29, 3.31 and 3.33 for the four
kinds ofACGN PSD shapes considered.
These results will be analyzed in more detail and presented via ROC's in
Chapter 5.
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IV. RECEIVER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS BASED ON THE TARGET
MODEL B.
The problem of discriminating between the two alternatives being addressed here,
namely
//, : Signal is present
Hq : Signal is not present
has been presented in Chapter 2, with the pertinent equations describing this problem
given as Equations 2.50 to Equation 2.54.
Since the final goal is to mask the signal with an optimally shaped colored noise
PSD, prior knowledge of the type of the receiver used for signal detection is verv- im-
portant. Depending on the type of additive Gaussian noise that is assumed to be pres-
ent, there are two optimum receivers that can be used. The first one is a receiver designed
to be optimum in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise, and which from now
on will be referred to as Receiver I . On the other hand, the receiver can be designed
to be optimum in the presence of additive colored Gaussian noise, which from now on
will be referred to as Receiver II .
A. PERFORMANCE OF RECEIVER I.
For this case, the problem has been presented in Chapter 2, with the pertinent
equations describing the problem given by Equations 2.42 through Equation 2.46.
The performance of the receiver shown in Figure 4 on page 16 and Figure 5 on
page 17, which has been designed for the signal and noise model of Equation 2.42, can
also be evaluated when the additive Gaussian noise process is colored, or a combination
of white and a colored Gaussian noise process. It is obvious that these receivers are no
longer optimum for the assumed signal and noise model. Depending on the colored
noise PSD considered to be present, two cases are investigated below.
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1. Problem 1.
The complex envelopes of the received signal under the two hypotheses are
Hq : 7{i) = w{i)
0<[< T
(4.1)
where the additive noise n{t) is a sample function from a zero mean nonwhite complex
Gaussian process assumed to contain two statistically independent components, namely
n(i) = nJt) + w{t)
The covariance of n{[) is again given by




u < r (4.3)
The receiver whose performance is to be evaluated under such conditions corresponds
to the one shown in Figure 4 on page 16, and in Figure 5 on page 17 while this receiver
is no longer optimum its performance can be evaluated by obtaining the probability
density function of the r.v. at the receiver output conditioned on both hypotheses. The
correlator output is a complex Gaussian r.v. whose probabihty density function can be
mathematically expressed once the mean and variance of r^ have been determined.
Since
/•r
y\ = 7{t)f (r) dt
= v'£; b -\- Hi when Hy is true
(4.4)
= VVi when Hq is true
where
(*T




«i = n{t)f {t)dt (4.6)
Due to the fact that both nJJ) and w{t) are assumed to be zero mean processes
and ^ is a zero mean Gaussian r.v.,







the variances can be evaluated as









2% = E{\7,\^IH,} = E
f*T














Since 7, is a complex Gaussian r.v., the p.d.f.'s of r, conditioned on the two











^1 = ^c +J^s (4.16)
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and R^ and R^ are zero mean, equal variance, uncorrelated Gaussian random variables.
Usine the transformation
M = rI + RJ = I ^1 1^ (4.17)













Then the required probabilities can be expressed as



















- (Pf) E, + \o + cl
(4.22)
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In this case the performance of the optimum receiver will be evaluated for four
different kinds of noise interference.
a. BandUmited Constant Amplitude PSD.
Assuming a single sided bandwidth of w, the colored noise PSD is given by
h^^) = ^Pn, -w<co<w (4.23)C ^
where P„ is the colored noise power. Then a\ can be evaluated as
->







Therefore P^ can be written as
Pq = Pf \+SXR+0A4^ S.\R JSR ' (4.25)
where
£,r
SiVi? = -rh (4.26)
^^0
JSR = -=^ (4.27)
Er
b. Sine Squared Shaped PSD.
In this case the colored noise PSD is mathematicaly described as
sm (co—
)
5~(co) = TP„^ =r-^
—



















Therefore P^ can be written as
/ \ \
Pq = Pj^l+5A7?+0.666 5A-;?/5;? ^ (4.30)
c. Butternoith Shaped PSD.
In this case the colored noise PSD is mathematicalv described as
S~(C0) = 2P„ — ' — — OO < CO < CO
a +00
(4.31)
where a is the half-power point of this spectrum. Then a}, can be evaluated as
o„ =
2n J





,sm (co -r- )
ot 2




Therefore P^, can be written as
/ 1 \
^D = Pf l+5.\7?+0.608 5iV/?y5/?
' (4.33)
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d. Triangular Shaped PSD.
In this case the colored noise PSD can be mathematicallv described as
^"/"'=i;^ '
(i)
(Dq Wq < CO < COq (4.34)

















Therefore P^ can be written as
/ \ )Pq = Ppl+S^R+Q.IQZSSRJSR ' (4.36)
2. Problem 2.
The problem addressed here is described by the Equation 2.50 in Chapter 2.
Due to the similarities of this case to the problem previously investigated, use
may be made of the development of Equations 4.7 through Equation 4.22. The differ-
ence between the present case and that previously considered is that the variance of the




= E{\ri\-IHQ] = E-
X




= ot + Nn^-^^VQ
and
= E{\7,\^IH,} = e)
rT
E, b f[t]f {t)dt + n^{i)
= Et,\h\"+ |,7i|^
(4.3S)







£^ + A n + <7,'O^^n^
(4.40)
From Equation 4.39 it is obvious that as increases, Pd always decreases.
Observe furthermore that is a monotonically increasing function of ol as can be seen




E^ + Aq + (7„^ - Ag - a„^
^i^'n) [^r + ^^0 + ^«Jl)^
£.
(£, + Aq + <7„ )'f
>
This means that as al increases, /*£, always decreases for fixed Pf.
Using Equation 4.13 and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have that
(4.41)







with equality if and only if
5-(co) = p \F{a)) (4.43)
where p is an arbitrar}' constant.
Integrating both sides of of Equation 4.43, yields
/•oo






and the optimum solution for S-Jco), which satisfies both the minimization of P^ and
the power constraint of the noise interference, denoted as 5^(co)
,
can be written as
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This means that the optimum noise interference PSD, depends on the envelope
/(/) that is transmitted.
Assuming that the complex envelope of the transmitted signal is given by










r{o,)Y = T -r^ (4.48)







^» = roo ^ " (4-49)
F{<x)) dco
Since
ri/<"i^-=i^ \F{(D)\^da) = 1 (4.50)
the optimum noise interference PSD is simply given by
• 2. T .
sm (co—
)







/»oo .:_2,,. r , .:_2, . r
2n "<:







Therefore the performance of the receiver under signal and interference condi-
tions described above, is given in terms of P^ and Pf as
\+0.bb6S\RJSR
Pq = P}-l+SNR+0M6S.\RJSR ' (4.53)
where SNR and JSR are defined in Equation 4.26 and Equation 4.27, respectively.
These results will be analyzed in more detail and presented graphically as ROS's
in Chapter 5.
B. PERFORMANCE OF RECEIVER II.
The problem addressed here, has been mathematically described by the Equations
4.1 to Equation 4.3.
The optimum threshold test has been given in Chapter 2 by Equations 2.53 and 2.54
and the performance of the receiver that implements this test is given by Equations 2.48
and 2.56. The so-called SPLOT problem introduced in Chapter 2 yields a simpler sol-
ution for the optimum receiver and its performance as given by Equations 2.55 and 2.56.
Specific performance evaluations can be carried out for the SPLOT problem under the
assumption that the signal envelope takes the mathematical form given by Equation
3.22.
Now, based on the type of additive Gaussian noise PSD considered to be present
under the two hypotheses, two cases are investigated below.
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1. Problem 1.
The performance of the receiver shown in Figure 6 on page 20, and Figure 7
on page 21, which has been designed for the signal and noise model of Equation 4.1, can
be evaluated when the additive noise is different under the two hypothesis, namely
ACGN under the H^ hypothesis and AWGN under the Hq hypothesis. It is obvious
that these receivers are no longer optimum for the now assumed signal and noise model.
In this case, the complex envelopes of the received waveform under the two
hypotheses can be mathematically described as
//j : 7{t) = ^fi; bf{t) + n{t) 0<t<T
where b is a complex Gaussian random variable, w'hich models the target and whose
moments are given by Equation 2.23 and Equation 2.24, /(/) is the complex envelope
of the transmitted waveform, n{r) is a zero mean Gaussian random process defined in
Equation 4.2. and ;T-(/) is a zero mean white Gaussian process, independent of the col-
ored noise Tijj) .
In order to evaluate the performance of the receiver shown in Figure 6 on page
20. and Figure 7 on page 21. the probabihty density function of the signal at the receiver
output conditioned on both hypotheses must be determined.
The correlator output is a complex Gaussian random variable, which defined
by Equations 4.4 through Equation 4.6.
Obviously, since both n^{[) and w{i) are assumed to be zero mean processes,
and recalling that b is a. zero mean Gaussian r.v.,
E{7jHo] = E{7jH^] = (4.55)
and using the definitions introduced by Equations 4.8 and 4.9 the appropriate variances
can be evaluated as
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Since ?| is a complex Gaussian r.v., the p.d.f.'s of ?, conditioned on the two








1 he procedure carried out in Equations 4.14 to Equation 4.19 can be utilized
here to obtain alternative expressions to the above p.d.f.'s. This yields
JmlHm'h) I J .U 1-r- exp< r— >l/— [m) (4.61)
fmii^^^i^h) = —j-^^n
1 f A/ 1 (,n) (4.62)
\vhere the r.v. m is defined by Equation 4.17. Similar to the steps carried out by






Pd = exp( --^
)
so that
p^ = {Ppf^n^^^^^n, (4.65)














From Equation 4.65 and Equation 4.66, we observe that as T increases P^,
decreases for fixed Pf so that the analysis of ROC's can be equivalently replaced by
analyzing the behavior of F.
Therefore the performance in terms of the parameter F of the receiver shown in
Figure 6 on page 20 and Figure 7 on page 21, for the SPLOT problem and under the
above stated hypotheses will be evaluated for four kinds of colored noise interference
PSDs.
a. Bandlimited Constant Amplitude PSD.
In this case the jamming noise PSD is given in Equation 4.23. Then





















— W < O) < w
(4.67)
ft> < — W , ft) > w






































-:r )] c/o; = 1 < / < r (4.69)
'g{i) becomes
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w = 1 lu{t) - u{t -T)-]-
sm(co—
)































Defining now the normalized frequency w as
w = a
T (4.72)





, 27r r sin nx ~|2 ^ 27r / vdco = — \ ^ ^^ j dx = — n[a.) (4.73)
where








= -i-[l-.(a) SNR JSR
2a + SA'/? JSR 1


























(1 -«(a)) + A7(a)
2a
2a + SA7? JSR
Therefore
(1 -n{a.)) + n{a)
r =
2a
2a + SNR JSR
SNR 1 - n{y.) SNRJSR
2a + SNR JSR
2
, / , , , SNR JSR+ 11— n{y.)
2a + SNR JSR
(4.78)
As shown in Appendix B, the worst receiver performance occurs for
a = 1
,




2 + SNR JSR
SXR 1-0.9 SXR JSR
2 + SXR JSR +
1-0.9 SXR JSR
2 + SXR JSR
(4.79)
b. Sine Squared Shaped PSD.






















































































and SNR and JSR are given in Equation 4.26 and Equation 4.27, respectively.
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Using Parseval's Theorem and the approximation of Equation 4.76 yields



























SNR Df + D2
(4.87)
c. Biittenvoith Shaped PSD.


















































exp( — Jcor) t/:

















— p 27r (4.91)









1 + -^ SNR JSR






















if A 3 :V,
Z).
SA'/? Di^ + Z)3
(4.95)
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d. Triangular Shaped PSD.
















— W < CJ < w
(4.96)
CO < — W , (l)> w
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exp[/'co(r -— )] ^co
(«-t)
From Equation 4.69, ^^(0 becomes
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and SNR and 7S/^ have been defined by Equations 4.26 and 4.27 respectively.
Again, fi^om the approximation of Equation 4.76 and using Parseval's The-












































As shown in Appendix B, the worst receiver performance occurs for £ =1
and therefore Equation 4.104 becomes
^^
(O.l + A-3)
SXRll + 0.636D^f + [1 + 0.6361)3]
2. Problem 2.
The problem which is mathematically described in Equation 4.1 and the corre-
sponding performance of the receiver shown in Figure 6 on page 20 and Figure 7 on
page 21. specified by Equation 2.48 and Equation 2.56, is now evaluated for four differ-
ent kinds of colored noise PSD.
a. Bandlimited Constant Amplitude PSD.
Using the results in Equation 4.75, A becomes
E^ ^n^ ^r
A = -TT- — n{c/.)





-rr- -n{a) — —r- (4.106)
^^0 ^^0 ±.2^ T+SNRJSR
JSR {SNRf
= SXR - n{a)
2a + JSRSNR
where SNR and JSR are defined in Equation 4.26 and Equation 4.27, respectively.
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Appendix B is devoted to investigating how A behaves as a function of a.
It is demonstrated there that when a = I A is minimized, which results in the worst re-
ceiver performance. Therefore evaluating A when a — 1 results in
JSR {SNR)^
^ = '^'^^ - ^-^ 2 + JSRSNR ^'-'^'^
Furthermore, it can be proved that /*^ is a non-increasing function of
JSR . That is
l+A /Pd = {Pf)\ 1 a ; (4.108)
and taking the first derivative we have
dPn dA{JSR) _L_ V 1 + A
{Pf)l+A \n{Pf)
d[ '
d[JSR) d[JSR) ^ ^' ' ^' dA
{SXRf{2 + JSRSXR)-JSR{SNRf ^L_ i f4 loo^
= 0.9-^ —
'
^ —{Pr)i+A \n{Pr) ^—^ ^^-^^^^
{2 + JSRSXRy (l+A)-
1.8(S.Vy^)-^
that
= ln(?^)<^ ^ '—^ {Pf)i+a
'—Y
I {2 + JSRSXRy (1 +A)^
For < P;r < 1




so that indeed /*£, is a non-increasing function of JSR
,
which means that as JSR
grows, Pj) can at best remain constant, but is most likely to decrease. This clearly
shows that increasing the colored noise power transmitted by the noise makers, the
performance of the receiver is degraded.
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b. Sine Squared Shaped PSD.










where SNR and JSR have been defined in Equation 4.26 and Equation 4.27, respectively.
The mathematical form of A and its dependence on JSR make it simple to prove that
Pf) is a non-increasing function of JSR .
Using Equation 4.10S and 4.111, and taking the first derivative we have
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>
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and therefore P^ is a non-increasing function of JSR . This clearly shows that in-
creasing the colored noise power transmitted by the noise makers, the performance of
the receiver is degraded.
c. Butterworth Shaped PSD.











In Appendix B the behavior of A as a function of ^ is investigated. It is
shown therein that for ft = \ , A is minimized and therefore the receiver performance
becomes worst, so that evaluation of P^ as a function of Pf is carried out for ^ = 1 .
Furthermore, it is now proved that P^ is a non-increasing function of JSR . Taking
the first derivative we have,
dP^ dA(JSR)
d
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2
1 sm (nx) ft
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{nxf ft' + x'










{nxY /r + x'
1 P
1 + -4r JSR SXR —r-^
^ o2r + X- J
dx > (4.117)




Therefore P^, is a non-increasing function of JSR . This clearly shows that increasing
the colored noise power transmitted by the noise makers, the performance of the receiver
is degraded.
d. Triangular Shaped PSD.
Using the result in Equation 4.99, A can be evaluated as
/»£
A = SXR + 2 SXR
XSXR JSR i^-l) sm'inx)
_
2r.€ + SNRJSR{\--Y) [nxY
dx (4.119)
The behavior of A as a function of £ is investigated in Appendix B. As be-
fore, performance will be evaluated for £ = 1 , which is shown to minimize A and there-
fore yields the worst receiver performance. Furthermore, the next few steps prove that
Pf) is a non-increasing function of JSR , by evaluating
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dPj) dA{JSR) _i
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[2;r£ - S.V/? JSR ( 1 - -7- )]^ J
dx >






so that P^) is a non-increasing function of JSR . This clearly shows that increasing the
colored noise power transmitted by the noise makers, the performance of the receiver is
degraded.
These results will be analyzed in more detail and presented graphically as
ROC's in Chapter 5.
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V. RESULTS
A. TARGET MODEL A.
1. Problem 1.
Given that P^ as a function of P^ is given by Equation 3.36, the ROC's for
the suboptimum receiver can be obtained, using numerical methods.
In Figure 8 on page 64, Figure 9 on page 65, Figure 10 on page 66, and
Figure 11 on page 67, the ROC's are presented for four dif[erent values of SXR, the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, namely OdB. 5dB, 10 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In each figure,
the ROC's are plotted for three different values of JSR. the Jamming-to-Signal Ratio,
namely 0, OdB and 10 dB. The first value of JSR, corresponds to the absence of noise
interference for comparison purposes.
Observe that for low to moderate values of SNR, any amount of jamming noise
power actually improves the performance of the receiver. As the Signal-to-Xoise Ratio
increases (Figure 10 on page 66), some amount of performance degradation is achieved,
but again as JSR is increased, which corresponds to more target generated noise power
at the input of the receiver, the performance is improved. The limited amount of per-
formance degradation achieved is more evident for higher values of SNR (as demon-
strated by Figure 10 on page 66), for which SXR takes a value of 15 dB. Therefore,
there are cases where an optimum value of JSR exists that achieves the maximum pos-
sible receiver performance degradation, for given values of SXR and Pf. However, even
in the case where is some performance degradation is achieved, the receiver still operates
with a relatively high value of Pq with corresponding values of Pf in the order of
10~^
,
which is still high for a radar receiver.
Since the noise interference power that is needed in order to degrade the per-
formance of the receiver is a function of both Pf and SXR, and the target attempting
to generate this noise interference has no prior knowledge of those values, it is apparent
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B. TARGET MODEL B.
1. Receiver I.
a. Problem 1.
Given that Pq as a function of Pp is given by Equation 4.30, the ROC's
for the suboptimum receiver can be evaluated using numerical methods.
In Figure 12 on page 69, Figure 13 on page 70, Figure 14 on page 71, and
Figure 15 on page 72, the ROC's are presented for four different values of SNR, the
Signal-to-Xoise Ratio, namely dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In each figure,
the performance is shown for three different values of JSR, the Jamming-to-Signal Ra-
tio, namely 0, dB and 10 dB. The first value of JSR, corresponds to the absence of
noise interference for comparison purposes.
Observe from the plots that the addition of colored Gaussian noise inter-
ference always improves the performance of the receiver. Since the receiver is designed
to be optimum in the presence of just white noise interference, this performance im-
provement occurs because the colored noise becomes associated with the target reflected
signal rather than the noise, and therefore the colored noise is seen by the receiver as a
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Figure 13. Optimum White Receiver, //, Colored Hq White SNR = 5 dB.
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b. Problem 2.
Given that P^ as a function of Pf is given by Equation 4.53, the ROC's
for the suboptimum receiver can be evaluated, using numerical methods.
In Figure 16 on page 74, Figure 17 on page 75, Figure 18 on page 76, and
Figure 19 on page 77, the ROC's are presented for four diflerent values of SNR, the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, namely dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In each figure,
the performance is shown for three different values of JSR, the Jamming-to-Signal Ra-
tio, namely 0, dB and 10 dB. The first value of JSR, corresponds to the absence of
noise interference for comparison purposes.
Observe that, for every value of SNR considered, there is a significant
amount of receiver performance degradation corresponding to the amount of noise in-
terference present (as determined by the JSR value), and is quite large for high values
of SNR (as shown in Figure 19 on page 77).
This case considered, demonstrates significant receiver performance degra-
dation which is achieved under the assumption that the ability to generate and transmit
colored noise interference continuously (under both hypotheses), when the target is
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Figure 16. Optimum White Receiver, //, Colored Hq Colored SNR= dB.
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Given that P^ as a function of Pf is given by Equation 4.87, the ROC's
for the suboptimum receiver can be evaluated, using numerical methods.
In Figure 20 on page 79, Figure 21 on page 80, Figure 22 on page 81, and
Figure 23 on page 82, the ROC's are presented for four different values of SNR, the
Signal-to-Xoise Ratio, namely dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In each figure,
the performance is shown for three different values of JSR, the Jamming-to-Signal Ra-
tio, namely 0, dB and 10 dB. The first value of JSR, corresponds to the absence of
noise interference for comparison purposes.
In Figure 20 on page 79, which corresponds to an SNR value of dB, there
is a clear performance improvement for any amount of noise interference power present.
A somewhat similar occurence is visible in Figure 21 on page 80, which has been plotted
with an SNR value of 5 dB. For JSR= 10 dB there is a slight performance degradation,
however for JSR = dB, there is an actual receiver performance improvement. This
means that there is a unique value of JSR, which for a specific value of SNR. yields the
largest receiver performance improvement. Clearly, the noise generating target must not
only avoid producing such a JSR value at the receiver, but it must attempt to cause the
largest performance degradation.
In Figure 22 on page 81, and Figure 23 on page 82, which correspond to
SNR values of 10 and 15 dB, respectively, there is a significant amount of receiver per-
formance degradation in relation to the amount of noise interference power present.
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ri«jure 23. Optimum Colored Receiver, //, Colored //n White SNR= 15 dB.
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b. Problem 2.
Given that P^, as a function of Pp is given by Equation 4.108 and
Equation 4.111, the ROC's for the suboptimum receiver can be evaluated, using nu-
merical methods.
In Figure 24 on page 84, Figure 25 on page 85, Figure 26 on page 86, and
Figure 27 on page 87, the ROC's are presented for four different values of SXR, the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio, namely dB, 5 dB, 10 dB and 15 dB, respectively. In each figure,
the performance is shown for three different values of JSR, the Jamming-to-Signal Ra-
tio, namely 0, dB and 10 dB. The first value of JSR, corresponds to the absence of
noise interference for comparison purposes.
Observe that, for every value of SXR considered there is a significant
amount of receiver performance degradation corresponding to the amount of noise in-
terference present (as determined by the JSR value).
This case considered, demonstrates significant receiver performance degra-
dation which is achieved under the assumption that the ability to generate and transmit
colored noise interference continuously (under both hypotheses), when the target is
within the radar detection ransze, is indeed valid.
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Figure 27. Optimum Colored Receiver, /i. Colored Hq Colored SNR= 15 dB.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of masking a radar signal return by selecting the power spectral density
(PSD) of an externally generated power constrained noise interference has been consid-
ered under two sets of assumptions. In the first one, the radar receiver is assumed to
have no prior knowledge of the actual noise present, and thus it has been designed to
be optimum when additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is the only source of inter-
ference. In the second one the radar receiver is assumed to have prior knowledge of the
noise present, so that it has been designed to be optimum in the presence of the actual
noise, which will be assumed to be additive colored Gaussian noise (ACGN) that con-
tains an AWGN component. In both these cases, the external noise interference is as-
sumed to be generated and transmitted by either the target itself or by noise making
devices present in the area being penetrated by the target.
Using first a simple target model, that is assumed to only introduce a random phase
to the transmitted sinusoid upon reflection whenever the target generates and transmits
the noise interference while illuminated by a radar, a modest amount of receiver per-
formance degradation was shown to be achievable. Such performance degradation was
demonstrated to depend xin the specific values of JSR and Pp. and to yield only a
moderate decrease in the receiver's probability detection, P^ . Taking into account the
fact that any performance degradation elTccts depend on parameters over which the
target has no control, one must conclude that target generated interference is not an ef-
fective method for masking the radar signal return.
Using the second target model which takes into account the reflectivity of the target
so that the radar signal return is modeled as a Gaussian random process, the perform-
ance degradation results depend on the type of receiver that is being analyzed.
If the radar receiver used is designed to be optimum in the presence of only AWGN
interference, then any noise interference transmitted by the target (when it realizes that
it has been illuminated by a radar) is added to the reflected signal and consequently helps
the receiver to identify the target's presence.
On the other hand, if noise making devices used to generate and transmit ACGN,
the results clearly show a receiver performance degradation that is proportional to the
amount of noise interference present.
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If the radar receiver used is designed to be optimum in the presence ofACGN that
contains an AWGN component, (this would imply that the receiver has prior knowledge
of the kind of noise being generated either by the target or the noise making devices),
the use of noise making devices to generate and transmit noise interference causes a
significant receiver performance degradation. The same receiver undergoes limited per-
formance degradation when the noise interference is transmitted by the target itself At
low values of Signal-to-Noise Ratio, the receiver performance is actually improved.
Since the receiver performance degradation is a function of SXR, a parameter over
which the target has no control, it appears that again, target generated interference is
not an effective way of masking the radar signal return.
From the cases investigated, it is clear that the choice of PSD shape associated with
the colored noise interference generated, strongly depends on the type of signal trans-
mitted by the radar. Furthermore, such ACGN interference is best generated by friendly
noise making devices present in the area that the target penetrates. This appears to be
the only effective method of significantly degrading the radar receiver performance, thus
allowing a target to penetrate an area with low probability for being detected.
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APPENDIX A. EVALUATION OF ol FOR FOUR PSD CASES.
Equation 3.13, defines aj,
,
which is repeated here for convenience
roo
2 1
o„ = S„^{u))\F^{a))\^c{(o (/i.l)
J
—oo
where S„ (co) is the PSD of the colored noise n^{i) . and 1 F^{v)) p is defined in Equation
3.24.
The quantity al can be evaluated under a total power constraint on /?^(/) for four
different PSD shapes of S„ (w)
.
A. BANDLIMITED CONSTANT AMPLITUDE PSD.
The PSD of the bandhinited white noise is niathcnmticallv described as
(.1.2)
f c
1 ^ 1 ^
2rr
1
(0 + V)^ 1 < ...
S„J,a)) = i
L otherwise
Assuming that the power of n^{i) is P^
,
then c must satisfy
1 r-<-c + -^ 1 r-c +^
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c dv) + —— c au) — I'
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c= ^P,^ {A. 4)
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r> 1,1^ 27T
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As a result of this, we obtain
2 1
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B. SINC SQUARED SHAPED PSD.
The PSD in this case can be mathematicallv described as
S {(d) = c
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C. BUTTERWORTH SHAPED PSD.
The Buttenvorth shaped PSD can be mathematically described as
\M =— +
^ 2 2 2
a + (co + coj a + (co — coj
— oo < CO < oo (^.15)
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D. TRIANGULAR SHAPED PSD.
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APPENDIX B. BEHAVIOR OF A AS A FUNCTION OF NOISE
BANDWIDTHS.
In this Appendix the behavior ofA as a function of the interference noise bandwidth
for various types of noise PSD shapes is investigated.
A. BANDLIMITED CONSTANT AMPLITUDE PSD.
It is shown in Chapter 4, Equation 4.106 that
SXR -
JSR (SXRf





In Figure 28 on page 96 and Figure 29 on page 97, A has been plotted as a function
of a for JSR = dB and JSR= 10 dB respectively. SNR values of dB, 10 dB and 15
dB have been chosen in each plot.
From the pictures it is clear that the smaller A
,
which yields the worst receiver
performance, corresponds to a = 1 .
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Figure 29. Dandliniited Constant Amplitude PSD, JSR= lOdB
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B. BUTTERW ORTH SHAPED PSD.




1 1 ... C^'^ 7^P
*)
dx {B.2)
In Figure 30 on page 99 and Figure 31 on page 100, A has been plotted as a func-
tion of/? for JSR = dB and JSR= 10 dB respectively. SNR values of dB, 10 dB and
15 dB have been chosen in each plot.
From the pictures it is clear that the smaller A , which yields the worst receiver
performance, corresponds to ^5 = 1 .
The overshooting in Figure 31 on page 100 resulting in slightly negative values for
A is due to limitations in the computer plotting package used, rather than due to erro-
neous numerical results.
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Figure 31. Butten>oitli Shaped PSD, JSR= lUdB
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C. TRIANGULAR SHAPED PSD.
It is shown in Chapter 4, Equation 4.99, that
r^r-
A = SNR + 2SNR
SNRJSR{f-\) s\r?(nx)
27ZE + SNR JSR{\-^) {nxf
dx {B.3)
In Figure 32 on page 102 and Figure 33 on page 103, A has been plotted as a
function of c for JSR = dB and JSR= 10 dB respectively. SNR values of dB, 10 dB
and 15 dB have been chosen in each plot.
From the pictures it is clear that the smaller A , which yields the worst receiver
performance, corresponds to £ = 1 .
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Figure 32. Triangular Sliaped PSD, JSR= clB
102
Figure 33. Triangular Siiaped PSD, JSR= 10 ilB
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